
VALVE BOX COVER WATERWORKS 
POLYURETHANE PRODUCTS

BENEFITS

• AASHTO H-25 LOAD RATED

• Works in partially broken boxes

• Tremendous noise reduction

• Will not freeze, unlike its cast iron counterparts

• Fits most standard cast iron valve boxes

• Easily removed with pry bar or flat screw driver

“We’ve noticed a definite improvement in ride 
performance. When you drive over them, you don’t even 
notice that they’re there. From the beginning there was 
absolutely zero rattling noise of the top of the casting 
from traffic. In recent reconstruction projects, the old style 
caps get pulled out of the casting by traffic. We also get 
constant complaints of noisy tops which require many man 
hours to correct. With your products, there have been no 
such problems to date.”

Mark Trembath

Water Distribution Supervisor, City of Marquette, MI

Argonics’ polyurethane valve box covers won’t bond to the cast box and provide a tight seal for the perfect fit. They keep out most 

contaminants, prevent valve box wear and reduce rattling noise 100%. They are tight enough so they won’t pop or roll out, yet 

pliable enough so they don’t need to be thawed to be removed during winter weather.

All Argonics products are 

proudly made in the USA.

Magnet embedded 
for locating

Seal keeps out
water, salt 
and sand

Fins eliminate
popping out

Notches for easy removal 
with pry bar or flat 

screwdriver

Argonics’ valve box cover is protected by the 
following patent: 8,375,551.



STANDARD VALVE BOX COVER

Part Number
Diameter 

“A”
Diameter 

“B”
Diameter 

“C”
Weight 

(lbs.)
MP-VBC-C075501-B90 75∕16”   17∕8”  55∕16” 3.26

BROKEN/REPAIR VALVE BOX COVER

Part Number
Diameter 

“A”
Diameter 

“B”
Diameter 

“C”
Weight 

(lbs.)
MP-VBC-RP7348-B90  75∕16” 13∕8” 43∕4” 3.46
MP-VBC-RP7353-B90 75∕16” 13∕8”  55∕16” 4.06

ARGONICS
ENGINEERED POLYURETHANE™

520 9th Street     Gwinn, MI  49841 
906.226.9747     800.991.2746
fax: 906.226.9779      information@argonics.com 

WWW.ARGONICS.COM

Fin Diameter “C”

Cap Diameter “A”

SPACER

Part Number Description
Weight

(lbs.)
MP-VBC-G77338-B90 Spacer - Valve Box Cap - 3∕8” thick  0.25

Cap Thickness “B”


